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FlashGrade was developed to challenge outdated Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) grading 
solutions by providing a more flexible, affordable, and user-friendly solution. From a Toshiba 
Multifunction Printer educators can print, scan, grade, and view testing results and analytics. 
FlashGrade’s Grading Cloud is easy to setup and offers a secure environment to view test results. 
Through our patent- approved technology we help schools reduce grading costs, save teachers 
time, and track student progress.  
 

MFP GRADING  
FlashGrade is designed to give educators the option of utilizing “pen & paper” testing and then 
grade from the convenience of their MFP. It's the perfect solution for daily quizzes, midterms, 
finals, and practice tests for high stakes assessments. 
 

MOBILE GRADING  
Have you ever deposited a check with your phone? With the FlashGrade apps, grading an exam 
is as easy as snapping a pie with a phone or tablet offering educators an easy way to grade tests 
on-the-go or as student’s hand in their work. 
 

WEB GRADING  
This is a great option if you're not using a Toshiba MFP or if you would like to save a stack of 
tests digitally, to grade at a later date. It's as simple as scanning your tests to a flash drive and 
then logging into the Grading Cloud to upload and grade your tests. 
 

REAL-TIME RESULTS  
With legacy grading products, it used to take weeks for schools to receive test results. Even with 
custom grading hardware, the uploading process was cumbersome. Through FlashGrade's 
patented grading technology teachers receive individual test results in seconds. 
 

DETAILED ANALYTICS  
With FlashGrade, teachers can view individual test results with the option to zoom down to the 
question level.  Teachers can also view classroom analytics with responsive charts that show 
assessment and classroom wide performance to quickly identify specific student needs. 
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